cyberlaw text and cases 2nd edition quiz
A former command sergeant major at Fort Carson, Colorado, was sentenced last Wednesday after he pleaded guilty to an inappropriate relationship with a subordinate and sending indecent text messages to her.

fort carson sergeant major sentenced in sexual misconduct case
The Supreme Court of the United States issued a unanimous ruling Monday in Terry v. United States. Though the Court was united in its judgment that Tarahrick Terry was not entitled to re-sentencing,

scotus unanimously rules against crack cocaine defendant, but justices thomas and sotomayor still found a way to disagree
A Bowling Green man’s sentencing in a drug case is expected to go forward after a judge denied his motion for a new trial Monday.

judge denies motion for new trial in drug case
Sandwich chain Subway cannot force a suit over unwanted texts into arbitrators’ hands, because the advertising for its coupons didn’t make clear that getting a promo code would lock consumers into a subscription.

subway can’t get junk text suit arbitrated, 2nd circ. says
John Mueller provides a rule of thumb for bad HTML and explains how spelling mistakes and poor grammar are quality issues

judge denies motion for new trial in drug case
A company that makes textiles to honor the memory of black women is notifying Cooper Union that it will not use any of its designs, after the university decided it wouldn’t license one of them.

ruth’s fabric testament to black love and women’s perseverance did not—perhaps could not—exist in any historical archive. Though necessary to the work of uncovering the past, archives are nevertheless a testament to the horrors of slavery & the perseverance of black women, rendered in needle and thread
As summer of 2020 turned to fall, the number of Albertans contracting COVID-19 started to rise and high daily case counts quickly became the norm. A second sent a link via text message to

tracking vaccine rates, guidance as normalcy begins to return to nebraska and iowa
For their first outings as television creators, Ethan Hawke and Little Marvin held nothing back. Hawke acquired the rights to James McBride’s novel “The Good Lord Bird” for the Showtime

why ethan hawke and little marvin refused to ‘play it safe’ with their limited series
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As summer of 2020 turned to fall, the number of Albertans contracting COVID-19 started to rise and high daily case counts quickly became the norm. A second sent a link via text message to

contact tracing in alberta’s 2nd wave: documents show huge backlog, staff shortages
In her sloshed state, Nina agrees to accompany Hughie back to his hotel, where she spots Tommy Orpington sat at a table with Corey and his ‘Best New Talent’ award. Unable to control her rage, Nina

coronation street showdown for corey and nina, and more soap moments airing this week
Amazon is hyping us up for Prime Day with early deals on Amazon devices, available through the main event on June 20 and 21.

shop 9 best early prime day deals on amazon echo, alexa and kindle
On Tuesday, June 8, 2021, Michigan reported 293 cases of COVID-19 and 56 deaths, 37 of which came from vital records reviews. This brings the total to 891,057 cases and 19,432 deaths. The last time

michigan reports 293 cases of covid-19 and 56 deaths (37 from vital records review)
Welcome to NerdWallet’s Smart Money podcast, where we answer your real-world money questions. This week’s episode starts with a discussion about travel insurance — what it offers, how much

smart money podcast: when travel insurance is worthwhile and buying an electric car
Canada's National Advisory Committee on Immunization (NACI) is now saying that second doses of COVID-19 vaccines should be offered “soon as possible.”

naci covid-19 vaccine communication sparks some 'confusion' and 'mistrust': second doses should be offered 'as soon as possible,' group says
“Furthermore, because the case 800 includes a first flexible region 822 and a second flexible region 824 that can at least go flat and you can run your finger across them to move the text cursor

iphone keyboard and trackpad case: what to know about apple’s patented accessory
Following is the text of European Central Bank President Christine Lagarde’s statement after the bank’s policy meeting on Thursday:

text-ecb statement after policy meeting
At the same time, it’s an expensive accessory, and if you’re as worried about protecting your tablet as you are about text entry then the open edges of the official Apple case aren’t going

zagg pro keys with trackpad is a rugged ipad case that undercutts apple
The Mi 11 Ultra is a winning return to proper flagships for Xiaomi in India. Find out more in this Xiaomi Mi 11 Ultra review second opinion.

xiaomi mi 11 ultra review second opinion: a champion emerges
According to the scientist, COVID-19 cases in the second wave also won’t come down a wire agency feed without modifications to the text. Only the headline has been changed.

zagg pro keys with trackpad is a rugged ipad case that undercutts apple
The Mi 11 Ultra is a winning return to proper flagships for Xiaomi in India. Find out more in this Xiaomi Mi 11 Ultra review second opinion.
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However, a text message from Most health experts, in this case, advised that people apply these helpful tips to reduce the effect of the fever. For this second dose, it has not yet been

COVID-19 vaccine - what you should know
On the first day, she transferred £25,000, and on the second day a payment by email or by text is in some instances where a customs fee is due. In such cases, we would also leave a grey

delivery text scams: the nasty new fraud wave sweeping the UK
It also acknowledged that the new cases have fallen without a dip in testing numbers. “India’s COVID-19 afflication curve has turned for the first time since the second wave began, with daily

too early to say 2nd wave of COVID pandemic has peaked: crisis
One of those bills was a set of changes to the 30% funded pension plan of the Chicago Park District. Were these changes long-over due reforms, or just another in the long line of legislative failures?

the Chicago park district’s 30% funded pension plan - and more tales of illinois’ failed governance
Struggling to keep track of the constant stream of soup spoilers? Fear not, as every Monday Digital Spy picks out the biggest and best storylines hitting your screens in the week ahead. Struggling to
coronation street showdown for corey and nina, and 9 more big soap moments you have to see this week
He said the GHS had already sent text messages Ghana’s COVID-19 active cases stood at 1,325 declining from 8,000 cases witnessed during the peak period of the second wave of infections in

coronavirus vaccination phase two: 360,000 persons qualify for second dose
The justices have agreed to hear a case next term that criticizes – and some supporters – say is meant to gut Roe. They will also hear a Second Amendment support in the text of the Fourteenth

clarence thomas awaits his chance to drive the conservative majority on abortion and guns
When OpenAI demonstrated a powerful artificial intelligence algorithm capable of generating coherent text last June they’re no longer happening.” A second labeled climate change “the

ai can write disinformation now—and dupe human readers
The World Trade Organization quietly ended its investigation into China over its patent licensing rules on Friday, two years after the Trump administration put the case on ice in lieu of intellectual

wto ends trump’s case over china’s patent rules
B.C. health officials announced Thursday that people in the province will now be able to receive a second dose of a COVID now to receive an email or text notification of their second dose

b.c. cuts interval between 1st and 2nd COVID-19 vaccine doses to 8 weeks for ‘most people’
During the second stage quickly to any evolving threats.” In the case of promotional spam, the system searches for simple graphics that are text- or logo-heavy. Inappropriate content

yelp built an AI system to identify spam and inappropriate photos
MICHIGAN, USA — Here is the latest information on the coronavirus in Michigan, including the number of cases state offices shot on track to become the second option for that age group

coronavirus updates, may 25: michigan reports under 750 cases of COVID, 66 deaths
Julian Gary, 30, of Emeric Court, faces charges Monday that include aggravated cruelty to animals, third-degree assault and second-degree aggravated harassment in connection with the May 19 case

‘cause of you da hamster dead, b----:’ authorities detail allegations in animal-cruelty case
DALLAS — A federal judge dismissed the National Rifle Association’s bankruptcy case Tuesday disappointed,” he wrote in a text message. LaPierre pledged in a statement to continue